
        APPLICATION FORMAT 
(Use this format and type all the information. You need not restrict yourself to fill in the given space only, 
instead you are requested to use this format and use sufficient additional space and number of rows in the 
tables to provide all the necessary information. Any other additional information may also be provided at 
the end). 

1) Post applied for:          

2) Applicant's full name:

3) Father’s name:

3) Address for correspondence:

4) Permanent address:

5) Mobile No.:

6) Email ID:

7) Date of Birth (D/M/Y): 

8) Age as on closing date of application: Years..................Months..................Days............... 

9) Caste and Category of the applicant:(SC/ST/OBC/GEN)

10) Educational Qualification:  Commencing from X onwards upto PhD and any additional 

qualification if any.  The attested true copies of the certificate and Mark sheets should be 

enclosed.

Sr.No. Name of the
Exam

University/Board/Institute  % of 
marks

Year of 
passing

Subject of 
specialization

Digital passport 
size photograph



*use additional rows if necessary(type the information adjusting the space accordingly)

11) Details of professional experience. The attested true copies of experience certificate of the 

employee should be enclosed. 

Name and address of
the employer

Name of the Post
held and 
pay scale

Period 
                              

Nature of the
work experience

From To  Total 

*use additional rows if necessary (type the information adjusting the space accordingly)

12) Title of the Dissertation/Thesis work and name of the guide/superviser during:

(a) MSc:

(b) PhD :

13) Two references from academicians who have knowledge of the candidate’s work

14) List of Publication (Research, Technical,Extension):  Please enlist 

15)  Seminars/symposia attended on invitation or as a participant

16) Any other additional information (achievement etc.)

17) Declaration:  I do hereby declare that all the statements made in the application are true,

complete and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.  I understand that in the

event  of  any  particulars/information  given  above  being  found  false  or  incorrect,  my

candidature for the post is liable to be rejected or cancelled and in the event of discrepancy

in the particulars being detected after  my appointment,  my services shall  liable to be

terminated forthwith without any notice. 

       Date:                                                                        Signature of the applicant (Digital)                


